
Record Number of Buyers Register for The SMART Show
Chicago
Pre-registrations up big over previous show
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Summary The SMART Jewelry Show today announces that pre-registration for
retailer attendees is currently running 44 percent higher than last year,
pointing towards yet another record attendance level for the innovative
trade show, which has attracted more retailers each year since its
debut in 2009.

Details The SMART Jewelry Show today announces that pre-registration for retailer
attendees is currently running 44 percent higher than last year, pointing
towards yet another record attendance level for the innovative trade show,
which has attracted more retailers each year since its debut in 2009.

"We're thrilled at the buzz the 2014 show is generating among jewelry
retailers," says Jim Reed, show director. "Every year, attendance at our show
has increased. We're excited to see that trend continue, and even more
excited that this year is looking stronger than ever."

With six weeks left to register for the Smart Show Chicago, Reed expects this
year's numbers to continue to extend their lead on previous installments of the
show.

"We've got some exciting new changes coming this year, with our on-the-floor
SMART Block Party on Sunday night, a bunch of exciting new shopping
incentives, and of course, a new spin on our best-in-the-business educational
program."
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About SmartWork Media

Over the last decade, SmartWork Media's business publications have
earned more than 50 national and international awards, including the 2012
Jesse H. Neal Award from American Business Media for best overall
business publication won by INSTORE, our magazine for independent
jewelry store owners. We're proud of our awards, because they show how we
truly sweat the details to make magazines that don't just inform readers, they
inspire them. See our complete list of awards at
smartworkmedia.com/awards.

Now in its seventh year, The SMART Jewelry Show Chicago takes place
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April 18 - 20, 2015, with a full-day education conference on April 17. This
one-of-a-kind jewelry events provide independent retail jewelers the world-
class speakers, interactive education and exciting buying opportunities they
need to grow their businesses smartly. The SMART Jewelry Show is
presented by INSTORE and INDESIGN magazines. Learn more at
www.smartjewelryshow.com.
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